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Definitions
● Admin: users with Admin privileges can view, modify, and export dBird data and add

existing dBird users to their organization(s).
● Bird Status: A required field when submitting a dBird report. May be either dead or

injured.
● Completion Message: An optional message that appears to a dBird user after

submitting a report within an organization’s project area.
● dBird Manager: The staff person at NYC Audubon who manages the dBird database,

approves project requests, and is a resource to organizations using dBird. This person
can be contacted at dBird@nycaudubon.org.

● Individual Researcher: Individuals not associated with an organization that request to
join dBird as an Admin.

● Observation: Each record in the dBird database is referred to as an “observation.” Each
observation is associated with date, time, species, and other attributes.

● Organization: A nonprofit, university, association, society, or other group through which
a request to join dBird is initiated.

● Organization users: Individuals with permission to view, manage, and/or edit dBird
observations on behalf of a given organization. This term includes Individual
Researchers and those with Admin privileges. Permissions to organization users can be
restricted to only allow viewing records and exporting data.

● Project area: The geographic area throughout which an organization tracks bird
mortality and injury. Organizations establish their project area at the time of requesting to
join dBird, but it may be modified at any time. Project areas from multiple organizations
may overlap.

● Report: People who find a dead or injured bird submit a “report” to dBird.
● User: The user may be a member of the community who submits an observation to

dBird or any person with access to the admin side of dBird.

What is dBird?
dBird is an online platform and database for documenting human-related bird death and injury
across North America. dBird opens in a web browser and works well on both desktop and
mobile devices. There is no dBird app.

The platform was initially developed as part of New York City (NYC) Audubon’s Project Safe
Flight Program, which seeks to understand and prevent bird-window collisions. Nearly one
billion birds die each year in the U.S. from collisions with windows. Despite the scale of
mortality, collisions remain an underappreciated concern in bird conservation/animal welfare for
many people.
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dBird provides a way for numerous people to report dead and injured birds to a common
database, and for scientists and conservationists to gain insights into human-related bird death
and injury.

While dBird was originally created to track bird-window collisions, the platform was expanded in
2020 to track other causes of mortality and injury, including entanglement, cat predation, vehicle
collisions, falling out of nests, and other.

Uses of dBird

dBird collects opportunistic records of bird mortality and injury submitted by members of the
public, many of which remain anonymous. This type of data can be used to:

● document instances of human-related bird death and injury.
● Visualize and map reports of human-related bird mortality and injury.
● identify structures/areas that would benefit from hazard reduction treatments.
● follow up with users to provide resources to reduce hazards to birds.
● monitor for potential disease outbreaks.
● generate hypotheses about mortality and injury that can be tested with more rigorous

research protocols.

Limitations of dBird data

Records are made only for instances where mortality or injury is observed. It does not contain
records for instances when mortality or injury is not observed. This type of data is often called
“presence only.” The inferences we may draw from presence-only data are limited. With dBird
data alone, we cannot infer:

● Species vulnerability to a given hazard.
● mortality rates for a given hazard or geographic area.
● Hotspots of risk in the landscape.
● Seasonal patterns of risk.

Known and potential biases in dBird data

Overrepresentation Underrepresentation

Overrepresentation in areas with
Organizational Users

Underrepresentation in areas without
Organizational Users

Overrepresentation in urban areas Underrepresentation in rural areas

Overrepresentation of large and/or
conspicuous species

Underrepresentation of small and or/cryptic
species
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Overrepresentation in easy to access areas
or areas with high foot traffic

Underrepresentation in difficult to access
areas or areas with low foot traffic

Overrepresentation during outdoor, warm,
and gardening seasons

Underrepresentation during indoor or cold
seasons

dBird on the front-end
dBird’s front end is the part that members of the public interact with. It may be accessed by
anyone at dBird.org.

Submitting a dBird report

Open a web browser on your computer, tablet, or mobile device. Enter dBird.org in the address
bar. This will load the dBird reporting page (see screenshot below).

dBird asks users to provide the following information for each report:

● Location found
● Bird species
● Sex of bird (male/female/unknown)
● Age of bird (adult/juvenile/unknown)
● Date/time found
● Bird status (dead/injured)
● Cause of death/injury
● Photograph of the bird
● Notes
● Reporter name
● Reporter email address

Location, date/time, and bird status are required fields. The others may be marked “unknown” or
left blank.

The species that appear in dBird’s searchable list were sourced from eBird's list of species
reported in the United States. The full list can be viewed at United States - eBird. For species
that do not appear in the list, users may select “Other” and note the species in the notes field.

If multiple dead or injured birds are found, separate reports should be submitted for each bird.
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The dBird.org reporting form.
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Requesting to join dBird

Joining as an organization

Audubon chapters, universities, or other nonprofits, associations, or societies interested in bird
mortality and injury research or bird conservation through urban hazard reduction can join dBird
as organization users.

To access the request form from the dBird homepage, first click on the “About” link in the top
right corner.

This will take you to the “About the dBird project” page. Beneath the “Join the dBird project”
heading, click on the hyperlink with text that says “Fill out this form.”
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asking if you are part of an organization that would like to participate in dBird:
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Enter your organization’s name in the “Organization Name” field. If you are requesting an
account as an individual researcher, enter “Individual Researcher” and see the “Joining dBird as
an Individual Researcher” section in this guide.
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Next, you will need to draw a “project area,” the geographic area throughout which your
organization wishes to track bird mortality and injury. You will be able to view and edit all dBird
reports submitted within your organization’s project area. No need to get your boundary perfect.
General outlines are fine and you may change your project area boundaries at any time after
you have joined dBird.

To draw your project area, navigate to your area of interest. You can type a street address or
general location into the “enter address” bar. To zoom in and out, use the plus or minus symbols
in the upper left of the map or use the scroll wheel on your mouse. Click and drag to pan around
on the map. If your device has location services activated, you can also use the “Get Location”
button to automatically zoom to your approximate location.

Once you’ve navigated to your area of interest, click once on the map to create the first vertex of
your project area polygon. The vertex will be symbolized by a white square.

Move your mouse to a new location. A dotted blue line will connect your cursor to your previous
vertex. Click again to create another vertex. Repeat until you have drawn an outline of your
project area. Close your polygon and stop drawing by clicking once on the first vertex you
created.

When you have finished drawing, you may adjust the shape. Click once on the polygon to reveal
the vertices. Click and drag the vertices until you are satisfied with the shape.

See the series of screenshots below.
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If you’d like to delete the polygon and start over, click "Delete Polygon" on the right side of the map
under the “Get Location” button.

Note that it is not currently possible to create a project area of two or more non-contiguous areas. If
your project area is non-contiguous, we suggest connecting the different areas with a very thin line.

Next, share your contact information, read and agree to dBird’s privacy policy, then hit submit.

After submitting your request the dBird manager will approve your project within a week. Upon
approval you will receive an automated email with instructions as to how to log into your account
and access your data at backend.dBird.org. You will also receive an email from
dBird@nycaudubon.org with additional information. The dBird manager at NYC Audubon will be
a resource for you in learning how to use dBird to reach your project goals. Please feel free to
reach out to them for assistance.
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Some servers, particularly government and university servers, block incoming email from
unknown domains such as dBird. If you do not receive login instructions within a week of signing
up please contact dBird@nycaudubon.org.

Note: Project areas for different organizations may overlap. In these cases, organizations share
data editing privileges and responsibilities. Organization’s with overlapping project areas should
be in contact with one another. Data should not be deleted without consulting other project
managers. Also note that users submitting reports in geographies with overlapping project areas
will see completion messages from each organization.

Joining dBird as an individual researcher

Individuals unaffiliated with an institution may create dBird projects. The process is the same as
detailed above. In the “Organization Name” field, simply enter “individual researcher”.

If you are a researcher interested in using or integrating existing dBird data into a research
project we recommend reaching out to the organization(s) or individual(s) operating in your area
of interest. Organizations are typically happy to share data. For contact information for the
organizations operating in your area of interest or general data requests please email
dBird@nycaudubon.org.

dBird on the back-end
Once you are approved as an organization user, you can:

● View, edit, or delete observations within your organization’s project area.
● Export data.
● View and edit your organization's project area.
● Add organizational users.
● Create a custom completion message.
● Visualize dBird reports on a map.

dBird admin portal

After logging into your admin portal at backend.dBird.org, you will see the page below
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Organizations pages.

View and edit your organization's name and project area.

From the dBird Admin Portal Home page, click “Organizations” to navigate to the Organizations
page, which will display the organizations with which you are associated. Click on your
organization’s name. This brings you to the “Change organization” page.

To change your organization’s name, edit the text in the “Name” field and
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Adding organization users and changing privileges

To create a new dBird account, users must email their name and email address to
dBird@nycaudubon.org and specify which of the three user levels they would like:

1) A “viewer” can only view and export observation data.
2) An “editor” has ‘viewer’ permissions, and can also edit observations.
3) An “admin” has all the above permissions, and may also add existing users to the

organization.

A user with admin privileges can add existing users to their organization, but they cannot create
a new user from scratch. Only NYC Audubon can create new users. Please send requests for
new user accounts to dBird@nycaudubon.org.
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Note that users can be viewers, editors, or admins across multiple organizations. Organization
admins can assign existing dBird users to their organization.

Viewing, filtering and editing observations

Viewing observations

From the admin portal navigate to the Observations page:

On the Observations page, select the observation that you would like to view by clicking on its
ID.

The observation’s details will appear, including a link to a photo if one was provided.

Editing observations

You may edit most attributes associated with an observation, including the species, date/time,
location, sex, status, age, notes, and observer details. You may not edit an observation’s ID or
other metadata.

For data quality assurance, you may occasionally need to edit observations. For example, a
user submits a report of a “Band-tailed Pigeon.” When you review the photo, you see that the
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bird in question is actually a Rock Dove. In this instance, you would want to edit the species
information.

To edit, simply make changes directly in the Observation. When you have finished your edits,
click “SAVE”.

dBird keeps records of changes we make to observations. You can view an observation’s edit
history by clicking the “HISTORY” button.
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Filtering observations

From the Admin Portal, click “Observations.”

This will open a list of all observations reported within your organization’s project area. You may
filter the observation in multiple ways.

Filter by date

Above the list of observations, you will see a list of years for which observations were reported.
To filter by date, select the year of interest. You can then further filter by month, then day, if
desired.
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Filter by deleted observations

Observations are never truly deleted in dBird and may be recovered at any time. To view
deleted observations, select “yes” under the “By deleted” filter.
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Filter by bird status

You may filter observation by bird status. All statuses are displayed by default. To see only
observations of dead birds , select “dead” under “By bird status.” To see only observations of
injured birds, select “injured.” To see all birds, select “All”.

Filter by cause of death/injury

You may filter observations by cause of death/injury. All causes are displayed by default. To
filter, select the cause of interest under the “By cause” filter.
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From the admin portal navigate to the Observations page

On the Observations page, select the entry that you would like to delete by clicking on its ID
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Individual details regarding the entry will appear, you may edit any information on this screen. To
delete the observation scroll down to the bottom of the page to the red “Delete” button in the
bottom left. Observations that are deleted can always be restored.

Note: If your project area overlaps with another organization’s project area, please do not delete
observations without consulting the other organization(s) unless you are very sure it is
appropriate to delete.

Exporting data

You may export data from your organization or from the entire dBird dataset in various formats.

To export data, navigate to the “Observations” page. Then select, “EXPORT DATA” in the upper
right corner of the Observations page.
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On the Export Data page, please read about exporting and citing dBird data. Next, select the
scope of your data request, i.e, data for an organization or all dBird data.

If you are exporting data for an organization, select the organization. Now apply a date range if
desired, choose a format for your data export, then click submit in the bottom right.

Exports are available in multiple formats, including .csv; .xls; .xlsx; .ods; and .json.

As an organization user, sharing data with external audiences is at your discretion. When you
share data, please also share the “Data Limitations” section of this guide and the expectation
that data used in research or published papers be cited as:
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dBird. (YEAR). dBird: An online database of bird mortality [web application]. dBird, New York City
Audubon Society, Inc., New York, New York. Available: https://dbird.org. (Accessed: Date [e.g.,
February 2, 2021]).

Create a custom completion message

Completion messages are displayed after a user submits a report. You can customize a
completion message for your organization that will be displayed any time a user submits a
report within your project area.

Completion messages are a great place to thank reporters for their contribution. It may also be
useful to provide information on what to do with injured birds. Below, for example, is the Seattle
Audubon completion message. Note that if a submission falls within the boundaries of multiple
project areas, the completion messages for all organizations operating in that area will be
displayed.

To create a custom completion message, from the Admin Portal, select “Messages”.
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edit it by clicking “completion”. To create a new message, click “ADD MESSAGE” in the top right
corner.

You will be taken to the “Add message” page where you can create your custom completion
message. Note that you can use the toolbar to format text, insert images and logos, add
hyperlinks, and more.
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dBird automatically creates a “public map” of observations in your project area. To find your map
navigate to the “Change organization” page (from the Admin Portal, click “Organizations”, then
select your organization under the “Name” section).

Under the “Meta” section of the “Change organization” page, you will find the URL to your public
map. Anyone with whom you share the public map URL can view and interact with the map.

Public maps can also be embedded into websites using an iframe. For example, the following
HTML code would embed your map with a height on the page of 400 pixels:

<iframe src="YOUR PUBLIC MAP URL HERE" width="100%" height="400px"
frameBorder="0" style="border: 0;"></iframe>

dBird funding
Leadership support for NYC Audubon’s Project Safe Flight Program is provided by the Leon
Levy Foundation. Funding for dBird includes a competitive grant awarded by the National Fish
and Wildlife Foundation’s Five Star and Urban Waters Restoration Program, with support from
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Jim and Birte Falconer funded the 2020/2021 dBird redesign
and expansion as part of Seattle Audubon’s Bird-Safe Cities program.
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You can help support the costs of maintaining and managing dBird by making a donation to New
York City Audubon. Click here to donate.

Other limitations and things to note
- Project areas must be drawn freehand. dBird does not support shapefile uploads.
- You cannot search records by photo or species unless you export the data first.
- When submitting a report, users may only upload one image.
- As a privacy function, name and contact information of users cannot be exported.
- Time/date information is stored in Universal Time, not local time. You must do mental

math or create a formula to convert Universal Time to local time for your project area.
- The date range selector for exporting data is limited to years. We are not able to be more

specific than that.
- The bird species list is limited to species observed in the US. If reporting a species that

does not occur there, users must choose the ‘other’ option and provide the species
identification in the notes if it is known.

- Project admins are not able to create non-contiguous project areas: a workaround exists:
connect non-contiguous project areas using a very thin line.
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